APPLAUSE IDENTIFICATION AND ITS RELEVANCE TO ARCHIVAL OF CARNATIC MUSIC
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ABSTRACT

A Carnatic music concert is made up of a sequence of pieces, where each piece corresponds to a particular genre and raaga (melody). Unlike a western music concert, the artist may be applauded intra-performance, inter-performance. Most Carnatic music that is archived today correspond to a single audio recordings of entire concerts.

The purpose of this paper is to segment single audio recordings into a sequence of pieces using the characteristic features of applause and music. Spectral flux, spectral entropy change quite significantly from music to applause and vice-versa. The characteristics of these features for a subset of concerts was studied. A threshold based approach was used to segment the pieces into music fragments and applauses. Preliminary results on recordings 19 concerts from matched microphones show that the EER is about 17% for a resolution of 0.25 seconds. Further, a parameter called CUSUM is estimated for the applause regions. The CUSUM values determine the strength of the applause. The CUSUM is used to characterise the highlights of a concert.

1. INTRODUCTION

“APPLAUSE (Lat. applaudere, to strike upon, clap) is primarily the expression of approval by clapping of hands,” according to the Encyclopedia Britannica. Applause is indicative of the collective approval of a group of people for a performance. Although, initially the applause can be asynchronous, the applause becomes rhythmic within a few seconds. Identifying applauses in a football video can be used to determine the highlights of the play. Similarly, in an audio recording of a concert, identifying the location of applauses, duration of applauses can be used to archive the highlights of a concert. In Western Music a performer is applauded at the end of a concert, or at most at the end of a piece. In Classical Indian Music too, the audience applauds a performer inter-piece, and at the end of a concert. In addition to this, the musician is also applauded when there is an “aesthetic moment” within a piece. The purpose of this paper is manifold; find the location of applauses in a single continuous recording of a concert. The location and duration of the applause can then be used to characterise the approvals. Further, the concert can be segmented into individual pieces. Applauses can also occur intra-piece. These locations provide the highlights of a given concert.

The appropriate choice of audio features is crucial for classification or segmentation of an audio signal. For most audio signals, in particular music, the spectral properties change slowly with respect to time. This has led to a wide variety of short-time processing methods. In [1], a GMM based classifier is used to segment the singer’s voice in an audio. Four different features are used, namely, short-term energy, zero cross rate, spectral flux and harmonic coefficient. In [2], a music piece is segmented into different structural components. The paper uses a combination of N-grams to model the sequential dependencies in a musical piece, and acoustic properties to segment a western music performance using the transcription and acoustic waveform. In [3] different features are compared for separating music and speech. The features include amplitude, delta-amplitude, pitch, delta-pitch, cepstra, delta-cepstra, zero-crossing rate and delta-zero crossing rate. Gaussian Mixture models are built using each of the features. In [4] has used evolutionary programming based on genetic algorithms and simulated annealing to determine the discriminative features for music and applause. A manually labeled data set is used for this purpose. The discriminative features are then used to classify the labeled segments into applauses and otherwise.

In this paper, the focus is to determine the location of an applause by processing the audio signal using appropriate features. Unlike speech and music, the characteristics of applause and music have distinct spectral characteristics. This is primarily required for processing Carnatic Music concerts.

Carnatic Music is based on the oral tradition. At a gross level, Carnatic music consists of two components, namely, kalpita sangita and kalpana sangita [5]. kalpita sangita in
a concert corresponds to fixed compositions, to be performed as composed or taught, while *kalpana sangita* corresponds to improvisational parts of a concert. *Kalpana sangita* is also called *manodharma sangita*, a musical aspect where the creativity of the musician plays a role. In a concert, the performer, generally illustrates the various nuances of a rāga by means of the following: *Alāpana, tānām, kalpana svaras*, and a *kīrtana* (song composed by a composer). The *Alāpana, tānām and kalpana svaras* are the improvisational aspects of the concert, whereas the *kīrtana* is the fixed composition. In a concert (*kūṭcherī*), applauses can be heard after each of the improvisational aspects and the *kīrtana*. The audience occasionally applauds the artist in-between an improvisational piece or even a *kīrtana*, when some aspect of the music appeals to them. The purpose of the work reported in this paper is to mark the locations of these applauses in a concert and use them as landmarks for archival purposes. The applauses can be also be used as a cue for segmenting a single concert recording into its constituent pieces. Applause is a mark of appreciation by the audience to the music. The location of the applause can be used as an index to perform search.

Earlier work on identifying applauses uses energy and zero crossing rate as criteria [6]. Although the energy during an applause is small compared to that of music, and the zero crossing rate is high for an applause, these features are very noisy. In this paper, spectral characteristics of music and applause are used to segment an individual recording into individual pieces. Liu et al [7] show that spectral flux can be used efficiently to distinguish between music, speech and environment noises. It is observed that spectral flux and spectral entropy are useful measures to distinguish between applauses and music. As these measures are quite noisy, a technique called CUSUM [8] is used to smooth out the noise and highlight the applauses.

In Section 2, we discuss briefly the different features that are used to identify music and applause. In Section 2.3, we discuss the technique based on [8] to highlight the applauses. Section 3 gives a brief detail of the database that was used in the study. In this Section, the results are tabulated in terms of misses and false-alarms. In Section 4, an analysis of CUSUM is performed to categorise applauses. A possible approach to applause classification using the CUSUM triangles is suggested. Finally in Section 5, the concluding remarks are presented.

2. FEATURE EXTRACTION

In this Section, an attempt is made to derive features that can distinguish between music and applause in a Carnatic music concert. Figures 1 and 2 show the time-domain characteristic of a typical sequence music segment and applause segment. Clearly, the time-domain signal corresponding to music is more structured, while that corresponding to that applause is rhythmic but not very structured. Although, music has structure, owing to its quasistationarity, the characteristics change with time, albeit slowly. On the other hand, applauses across pieces have a similar structure. Although this is not discernible in the time-domain waveform, it is evident in the spectrum. Figures 3 and 4 show the typical power spectrum of a sequence of applause segments, respectively. From Figures 3 and 4, observe that the spectra of music and applause are quite different. For applauses, it is observed that the spectra are quite flat, while for that of music, the spectra shows structure. Although, there are differences in the time domain signal too, since a rāga continuously changes, it is difficult to characterise music in the time domain. Whereas, while the spectra of music also changes, it is observed that the spectra of applause is more or less stationary. Further, the spectra dynamic range of an applause is small owing to its unpredictability. Music being predictable (based on the past) has a large dynamic range. An attempt is made in this paper to characterise the predictability of music vis-a-vis the unpredictability of applauses. An attempt is also made to quantify an applause.

![Figure 1. Typical sequence music segments (time domain)](image1)

![Figure 2. Typical sequence of applause segments (time domain)](image2)

Given that the spectral properties of music and applause are different, in this section, we describe two different feature extraction techniques that have been successful in detection of applauses and music. The general framework is adapted from [9]:

\[ Q_n = T[X_n(e^{j\omega})] \tag{1} \]
where $X_n(e^{j\omega})$, is given by

$$X_n(e^{j\omega}) = \sum_{m=-\infty}^{\infty} w[n - m|x|m]e^{-j\omega(n-m)}$$

where $w[n - m]$ is a sliding analysis window and $T[.]$ is a particular transformation. Typically the analysis windows overlap by more than 50%.

### 2.1 Spectral Flux (SF)

Spectral Flux SF is also called Spectral Variation. Spectral flux characterises the change in spectrum between adjacent two frames of speech. It measures how quickly the power spectrum changes. Spectral flux can be used to determine the timbre of an audio signal.

$$SF[n] = \int_{\omega} (|X_n(\omega)| - |X_{n+1}(\omega)|)^2 d\omega$$

where $X_n(\omega)$ is the normalised power spectrum of the $n$th frame of an audio signal. Three different normalisations, were experimented with:

1. No normalisation.
2. Power spectral density normalisation: In this approach $X_{Norm_n}(\omega)$ is defined:

   $$X_{Norm_n}(\omega) = \frac{X_n(\omega)}{\int_{\omega} X_n(\omega) d\omega}$$

   This normalisation gives the relative contribution of different spectral components. Given that spectrum of applause Figure 4 is relatively flat, while that of the signal is relatively peaky, the spectral flux could be significantly different.

3. Peak normalisation: In this approach $X_{Norm_n}(\omega)$ is defined as:

   $$X_{Norm_n}(\omega) = \frac{X_n(\omega)}{\max_{\omega} X_n(\omega)}$$

   In music signals, certain spectral components and their harmonics are emphasised in a melody, while others components are not present. Again, we argue that since applause has a flat spectrum, all frequency components after normalisation will be close to 1.0, while that for music will show a significant variation.

   Figure 5 (a), (b) and (c) shows $SF$ as function of time, using all of the three approaches. It can be observed that both “no normalisation” and “peak normalisation” seem to show significant change at the boundary between music and applause. But the dynamic range of “no normalisation” is very high. We therefore use peak normalisation in our analyses.

### 2.2 Spectral Entropy (SE)

Entropy is a measure of randomness of a system. Shannons entropy of a discrete stochastic variable $X = \{X_1, X_2, ..., X_N\}$ with probability mass function $p(X) = \{p_1, p_2, ..., p_N\}$ is given by

$$H(X) = -\sum_{i=1}^{N} p(x_i) \log_2 [p(x_i)]$$

Given that power spectrum can be thought of a power spectral density, the power spectral can be thought of as a probability density function. The entropy of the power spectral density function is then computed:

$$PSD_n(\omega) = \frac{|X_n(\omega)|^2}{\int_{\omega} |X_n(\omega)|^2 d\omega}$$

$$SE[n] = -\int_{\omega} PSD_n(\omega) \log PSD_n(\omega) d\omega$$

The continuous frequency $\omega$ becomes discrete, as the signal is sampled and the discrete short-time Fourier transform is computed for every frame:

$$PSD_n[k] = \frac{|X_n[k]|^2}{\sum_k |X_n[k]|^2}$$

$$SE[n] = -\sum_k PSD_n[k] \log PSD_n[k]$$
where \( k \) is the index of a DFT bin.

Figure 5(d) shows \( SE \) as a function of time. Observe that the spectral entropy is also distinctly different for applause and music.

\( SE \) and \( SF \) are complementary features, in that \( SF \) is measured across frames, while \( SE \) is measured within every frame. Both \( SF \) and \( SE \) are not smooth functions of time, and therefore a simple threshold based approach will not detect boundaries accurately. The functions \( SE[n] \) and \( SF[n] \) are first smoothed using a moving average filter. Then, to get the exact boundaries of applause, a technique called Cumulative Sum in the next Section, which can be used to emphasise and characterise applauses.

\( Cusum[n] \) shows the Detection Error Tradeoff curves \([12]\) obtained for different thresholds on the raw \( SE[n] \) and \( SF[n] \). As onsets of any event in music \([1]\), are at least 0.5 seconds long, a leeway of 0.25 seconds is permitted in the detection of the applause. The Equal error rates (EER) are given in Table 1

From the Table, we observe that both spectral flux (peak norm) and spectral entropy are quite effective in detecting the applauses, while spectral flux (no norm) is not very effective. Although in Figure 5, there is a significant change in spectral flux, when the signal changes from an applause to music, clearly a threshold based method is inadequate.

3. EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS

In this section, we first describe that the database that was used in the study. Next, we evaluate the performance of features extracted in the previous section, at the frame level. The manually marked applauses by a musician at the frame level are used as the ground truth.

3.1 Database used in the study

Nineteen concerts were taken for study. All the concerts are live recordings of complete concerts. All were recorded using a Sony PCM-D50 recorder. The recorder was placed in the audience, and the recordings include environmental noise, conversations between people in the audience, etc. All the concerts are vocal concerts, in that the lead musician is a singer. Each concert has about 15-20 applauses resulting in a total of 343 applauses.

3.2 Performance Evaluation

The features \( SF[n] \) and \( SE[n] \) are smoothed using a rectangular moving average filter. The moving average filter of length 15 is applied three times. This sort approximates a Gaussian window. As \( SF[n] \) and \( SE[n] \) are unidimensional features, a simple threshold is employed to determine whether a given frame corresponds to that of an applause or music. Figure 6 shows the Detection Error Tradeoff curves \([12]\) obtained for different thresholds on the raw \( SE[n] \) and \( SF[n] \). As onsets of any event in music \([1]\), are at least 0.5 seconds long, a leeway of 0.25 seconds is permitted in the detection of the applause.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. EER for applause detection</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Method</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spectral Flux (no norm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spectral Flux (peak norm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spectral Entropy</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From the Table, we observe that both spectral flux (peak norm) and spectral entropy are quite effective in detecting the applauses, while spectral flux (no norm) is not very effective. Although in Figure 5, there is a significant change in spectral flux, when the signal changes from an applause to music, clearly a threshold based method is inadequate.
4. CHARACTERISING APPLAUSES USING CUSUM

The CUSUM was computed for both spectral flux (peak norm) and spectral entropy. Figure 7 shows the spectral flux (peak norm) and entropy at the specific boundary between music and applause. Clearly the location of the applause that is marked by the solid black line in \( SE[n] \), and \( SF[n] \) of Figure 5 are clearly visible in Cusum\( [n] \) of SF and Cusum\( [n] \) of SE.

CUSUM can also be used to determine the strength of the applause. The height of the triangle is a measure of the strength of an applause. The CUSUM measure of applauses can be used to characterise applauses.

Figure 8 consists of a sequence of CUSUM triangles (for a carefully chosen value of \( a \)) for the entire piece. Eight of the applauses in this piece are indicated by the location of peaks. There are nine applauses in this concert. The height and base of the triangle more or less characterise the applause.

The CUSUM for a rāgam, tānam, pallavi

Figure 9 shows the applauses and CUSUM triangles at \( \approx 1045 \) seconds and \( \approx 2095 \) seconds of Figure 8. The first applause is short and not loud, while the second is long and loud. From the Figure it is clear, that the CUSUM triangle captures both duration and strength of an applause. Notice that the scale on both X-axis and Y-axis are different for CUSUM of the applauses. Observe that the CUSUM for the second applause is about 3 times that of the first applause. The first applause corresponds to an aesthetic moment at the beginning of the Āḷāpana, while the second applause corresponds to that of the end of the tānam.

The CUSUM can be used further to categorise applauses by the size and shape of the triangle. Although this technique has to be verified on a large database,

---

1 A rāgam, tānam, pallavi is a particular kind of piece in Carnatic music concert that is replete with improvisation.

2 Since the duration is about 6000 seconds, the triangles appear as peaks.
preliminary analysis do show that the CUSUM characteristics seldom change across concerts. The major drawback of the CUSUM based approach is the choice of $a$. The choice of this parameter depends upon the stationarity of the signal. As music signals are quasistationary an adaptive choice of threshold would be appropriate. The appropriate technique for automatic choice of threshold needs to be explored.

Alternatively, it is observed that thresholds are easy to determine for the features of interest. Therefore, one could use the thresholds on spectral flux and entropy to determine the location of the applauses. The CUSUM can be computed for these regions alone. The area of the triangle corresponds to the strength of applause both in terms of duration and entropy/spectral flux. Longer the duration and larger the entropy/flux, the more effective the applause. Table 2 shows the location of the top three highlights for a sample of about three concerts. From the table we observe that the highlights are quite accurately captured. The highlights correspond to the end of a particular fragment of music. In the table, we have taken a union of the most important events in the concert based on the CUSUM values from different features that are mentioned in Section 2. The events are named using the ground truth obtained by manually listening to the pieces. There is one misidentification in Sanjay Subramanian concert that corresponds to the mridanga with the violin in the background playing a single note. It is also worth noting that these were indeed the highlights of the specific concerts as verified by a listener. Especially, the kriti in the Sanjay Subramanian concert was rendered very well and thus received a significant applause.

5. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we discussed a technique for applause identification in musical performances. The spectral characteristics of music and applause are significantly different. Two different techniques based on processing the spectra are explored. Spectral flux of peak normalised spectra and spectral entropy are used to detect applauses. Spectral entropy is shown to perform better than spectral flux in detecting applauses.

Applause identification is very important for Indian Music as most music performances are single recordings. Further, many of the old recordings from long playing records and cassettes that have been digitally mastered correspond to single recording of multiple pieces. CUSUM is a parameter that is used to highlight the applause. Larger the value of CUSUM louder and longer the applause. The highlights of the concert are determined using CUSUM. The location of the highlights in a concert are then archived.
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